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Abstract
Background: Alcohol consumption produces feelings of well- being and stimulation, 
but also impairs psychomotor performance, disturbs cardiovascular function and 
sleep, and can disrupt next- day mood and behavior. A deeper understanding of how 
the acute effects of alcohol relate to its sleep and morning- after effects is needed to 
minimize harm resulting from its use. This study examined relationships between the 
effects of a high dose of alcohol on subjective and psychomotor measures, nocturnal 
heart rate, sleep quality, and morning- after mood and behavior. We hypothesized that 
alcohol would produce disturbances in cardiovascular and sleep regulation during the 
night, which would predict morning- after mood and behavioral performance.
Methods: Thirty- one men and women participated in two overnight laboratory visits 
during which they consumed either alcohol (1.0 g/kg for men, 0.85 g/kg for women) 
or placebo (randomized, crossover design). They consumed the beverage from 8 to 
9 pm, and remained in the laboratory overnight for polysomnographic sleep recording. 
Subjective and behavioral measures were obtained during consumption and at 7– 8 am 
the morning after.
Results: Alcohol increased both negative and positive arousal, urge to drink and seda-
tion, and it impaired performance on behavioral tasks. During sleep, alcohol produced 
expected tachycardia and detriments in sleep quality including decreased total sleep 
time, sleep efficiency, and altered sleep architecture. Only modest effects on mood 
or performance were detected the following morning. The acute sedative- like effects 
of alcohol were related to increases in N2 sleep, but not to other disruptions in sleep 
or nocturnal heart rate, and neither sleep impairments nor nocturnal heart rate were 
related to mood or task performance the morning after.
Conclusions: The effects of alcohol on sleep and nocturnal heart rate were not 
strongly related to either its acute or morning- after effects. These findings do not 
provide strong support for the idea that alcohol- induced sleep disruptions underlie 
morning- after effects.
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INTRODUC TION

In 2020, over half of American adults aged 18 years and older re-
ported drinking alcohol in the past month, and approximately one 
in four adults reported at least one binge drinking episode (4+ 
drinks in 2 h for females, 5+ for males; NSDUH, 2020). These levels 
of consumption are associated with long- term health risks (Stahre 
et al., 2014) as well as shorter- term risks related to acute intoxica-
tion including impairments in cognitive and psychomotor perfor-
mance, and cardiovascular function (Buckman et al., 2015; Hunt & 
Witt, 1994; Oscar- Berman & Marinković, 2007). Immediately fol-
lowing the period of acute intoxication, alcohol has further adverse 
effects including disruptions in sleep and cardiovagal tone during 
sleep, as well as residual next- day effects including impairments 
in mood and cognitive function (Arnedt et al., 2011; Earleywine & 
Martin, 1993; Greenlund et al., 2021a, 2021b; Gunn et al., 2018; 
Howland et al., 2008a, 2010a, 2010b; Roehrs et al., 1991; Rohsenow 
et al., 2010; Verster et al., 2020). To understand the mechanisms that 
mediate these complex effects of alcohol, it is useful to examine the 
interrelationships among the mood, behavioral and physiological re-
sponses to the drug. For example, are acute behavioral responses to 
alcohol related to its effects on nocturnal cardiovascular function or 
sleep, and are either of these related to adverse effects the morning- 
after alcohol consumption?

The effects of alcohol on sleep have been well documented using 
polysomnography (PSG; Arnedt et al., 2011; Rohsenow et al., 2010; 
Roehrs et al., 1999; Stone, 1980; Kleitman, 1939). Alcohol produces 
variable effects on sleep latency and efficiency, and alters sleep 
architecture (Arnedt et al., 2011; Greenlund et al., 2021b; Roehrs 
et al., 1999; Stone, 1980). During the early part of the night, alcohol 
suppresses REM sleep, but later it increases wakefulness and there 
is a rebound in REM sleep (Feige et al., 2006; Roehrs & Roth, 2001a, 
2001b; Williams et al., 1983). Paradoxically, people sometimes re-
port that alcohol improves their sleep, perhaps because of the re-
duced objective or subjective latency to sleep (Roehrs & Roth, 2018), 
and this misperception may contribute to continued use often seen 
in clinical poor sleep populations like insomnia to cope with presleep 
cognitive hyperarousal. The hyperarousal arousal theory of insom-
nia states that heightened cognitive arousal before sleep increases 
sleep latency and impairs overall sleep quality (Riemann et al., 2010). 
Heightened cognitive arousal may present with physiological phe-
nomenon like elevated wake and nocturnal heart rate (HR; Freeman 
et al., 2012). Indeed, a single dose of alcohol (i.e., 0.6 g/kg dose) in 
patients diagnosed with insomnia objectively improved total sleep 
time (TST) and increased slow wave sleep (SWS). However, re-
peated consumption of alcohol decreases TST and SWS (Roehrs & 
Roth, 2018), leading to what has been proposed as a feed- forward 
allostatic framework (Koob & Colrain, 2020) perhaps perpetuating 
sleep hyperarousal. In this framework, binge intoxication leads to 
disturbed sleep, which, in turn, leads to further drinking in an at-
tempt to self- medicate, but instead leads to compromised sleep 
quality (Koob & Colrain, 2020). The degree to which alcohol- induced 

hyperarousal (i.e., indexed via HR) is related to sleep quality and 
next- day performance impairments remains unknown. The fact 
that sleep disruptions lead to poorer cognitive performance (Roehrs 
et al., 1989a, 1989b), suggest that the effects of alcohol on sleep may 
contribute to next- day impairments.

One previous study examined whether the acute mood and 
cognitive effects of alcohol predict its effects on sleep, and 
whether the disruptions in sleep account for impairments the fol-
lowing day (Rohsenow et al., 2010). Rohsenow et al. (2010) ex-
amined effects of a high dose of alcohol or placebo on sleep and 
next- day mood and performance in 95 heavy drinkers. Alcohol 
decreased sleep efficiency and percent of time in rapid eye move-
ment sleep, and increased the number of awakenings. The morning 
following alcohol consumption, the subjects showed impaired per-
formance on the Continuous Performance Test and Psychomotor 
Vigilance Task, and reported dysphoric mood, a component of 
“hangover.” The dysphoric mood was related to sleep disruptions, 
but the impairments in performance were not. This suggests that 
next day negative mood states are somewhat independent of 
next- day impairments in performance, and that sleep disruption 
may mainly affect negative mood states. The next- day results re-
ported by Rohsenow et al. (2010) are consistent with other studies 
indicating that disruptions of sleep reduce alertness and increase 
sleepiness the morning after (Carskadon & Dement, 1982; Roehrs 
et al., 1989a). However, these studies did not specifically assess 
the effects of alcohol on HR, which is relevant to the hyperarousal 
hypothesis.

Other studies have examined whether impairments after acute 
administration of alcohol are related to morning- after impairments. 
For example, McKinney et al. (2012) examined performance during 
consumption of alcohol or placebo and the day after consumption, 
and observed similar impairments in performance after acute ad-
ministration and the next day. Indeed, the impairments on reaction 
time, divided attention, selective attention, and Stroop interference 
were of comparable magnitude during acute administration and the 
next morning, and performance on delayed recognition and irregular 
interstimulus reaction time was worse during hangover when com-
pared with intoxication.

This study extended these studies in several ways. First, we in-
cluded measures of nocturnal HR, during the post- beverage sleep 
period. Alcohol is known to increase HR, and reduce both the high 
frequency and time- domain components of heart rate variability 
during sleep (Greenlund et al., 2021a), effects that could mediate 
the disruptions in sleep especially later in the night, and thus the 
morning- after effects. Second, we focused on the relationships 
among different measures of response to alcohol, including its acute 
effects, its effects on sleep and nocturnal HR, and the morning- after 
effects on mood and performance. We hypothesized that the mag-
nitude of responses during consumption (mood or psychomotor) 
would be related to sleep and cardiovascular disruptions, and that 
sleep and HR disruptions would be related to morning- after mood 
and psychomotor performance impairments.
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MATERIAL S AND METHODS

Design

This study was part of a larger study on the effects of a high dose 
of alcohol on sleep, autonomic indices, and cardiovascular function 
(Greenlund et al., 2021a, 2021b). This study examined the acute sub-
jective and performance effects of evening alcohol consumption in 
relation to subsequent sleep and cardiovascular function, and the ef-
fects of alcohol on sleep in relation to morning- after mood and per-
formance. Subjects participated in two overnight sessions, in which 
they consumed alcohol (1.0 g/kg for men, 0.85 g/kg dose for women) 
or a fluid control beverage.

Participants

Healthy men and women aged 21– 45 years were recruited from 
Michigan Technological University, Montana State University and 
surrounding communities. Inclusion criteria were body mass index 
(BMI) 18.5– 35 kg/m2 and at least one self- reported binge drinking epi-
sode (i.e., 4– 5 drink equivalents within 2 h) within the past 6 months. 
Participants were excluded if they reported a history of daily tobacco 
use, a diagnosis of diabetes, current blood pressure or related medica-
tions, a diagnosis or current treatment for obstructive sleep apnea, 
or moderate to severe alcohol use disorder (AUD; DSM- V American 
Psychiatric Association, 2013). We only included women who re-
ported a normal menstrual cycle (i.e., 25– 32 day average), were not 
pregnant, breastfeeding, or using hormonal contraceptives.

Procedure

After completing an initial phone screen, eligible participants were 
invited to the laboratory for an orientation session, where they were 
familiarized with the study protocol and informed consent process. 
Subjects underwent an aldehyde dehydrogenase 2 (ALDH- 2) func-
tion questionnaire and completed an at- home sleep apnea screen 
before participating (excluded if positive). They provided actigra-
phy data of their sleep (total sleep time, sleep onset latency, sleep 
efficiency, wake after sleep onset, and awakenings) at home for 
four nights before the sessions (See Table S1). Procedures were ap-
proved by the Michigan Technological University and Montana State 
University Institutional Review Boards, and are in accordance with 
the Declaration of Helsinki. This study is part of an ongoing rand-
omized control trial (NCT 03567434; Greenlund et al., 2021a, 2021b).

Participants reported to the sleep research laboratory for three 
overnight visits. The first visit was a familiarization session to pro-
vide subjects with experience with the procedures and confirm the 
absence of any sleep disorders. The familiarization session included 
a routine polysomnography (PSG) study assessing obstructive sleep 
apnea and periodic limb movements. The next two visits used a 
randomized crossover design for testing with alcohol and placebo, 

separated by 1 month. These visits were conducted from 4 pm until 
8 am the following morning. Upon arrival in the laboratory, partic-
ipants provided breath and blood samples to confirm abstinence 
from alcohol. A standardized dinner was provided approximately 2 h 
before the session began. At 7:00 pm, subjects completed baseline 
preconsumption questionnaires (mood and subjective state, see 
below) and behavioral psychomotor tasks. At 8:00 pm and 9:00 pm, 
subjects consumed a beverage containing alcohol (0.5 g/kg at 
8 pm and another 0.5 g/kg at 9 pm; total dose 1 g/kg) or placebo. 
The dose was adjusted to 0.85 g/kg for women to account for dif-
ferences in body composition. Alcohol was diluted in a 1:3 ratio of 
95% EtOH to desired volume using fruit juice (i.e., orange or cran-
berry juice). Participants drank the beverage in three equal portions, 
every 5 minutes over a 15 min period. The fluid control condition 
(placebo) consisted of the same volume of fruit juice with 1 ml of 
EtOH to mask the smell. Each drink was served in opaque lidded 
cups and was sprayed with a mist of 95% EtOH. Breath alcohol con-
tent was measured using an Intoximeter Alco- Sensor breathalyzer 
(Intoximeters Inc.) every 15 minutes from 8:00 pm to 11:00 pm, except 
directly after beverage consumption (8:15 and 9:15 pm), and once the 
following morning at 7 am (Figure 1).

To assess subjective responses to the beverage, participants 
completed the Brief- Biphasic Alcohol Effects scale (B- BAES) before 
the beverage, every 15 minutes from 8:00 pm to 11:00 pm and once 
the following morning at 7 am. They also completed the Subjective 
Effects of Alcohol Scale (SEAS) before the beverage, at 10 pm, and 
the morning after. Participants completed the same series of behav-
ioral psychomotor tasks at 10 pm at the expected time of peak alco-
hol effects, and again the following morning at 7:30 am. Participants 
were asked to sleep at 11 pm (i.e., “lights out”), and they were awak-
ened at 7:00 am (Figure 1). They were observed through the night 
by a registered polysomnography technician who obtained regular 
measures of heart rate and sleep quality and duration.

Polysomnography

Participants underwent a standard polysomnographic sleep study 
(Natus Medical; Middleton, WI) on each session. Sleep electroen-
cephalography (EEG) was recorded and scored via 10– 20 electrode 
placement with two frontal, central, and occipital leads referenced 
to contralateral electrodes placed at the mastoid process on the op-
posite side of the head. Electrooculography (EOG) and electromyo-
graphy (EMG) were recorded via two electrodes near the eyes and 
three electrodes placed on the chin, respectively. HR and rhythm 
was monitored via pulse oximetry and two- lead electrocardiogram 
(ECG), respectively. All physiologic signals were sampled at 250– 
500 Hz. Sleep staging and arousals were defined and scored ac-
cording to the AASM by a board- certified sleep physician. For the 
present analysis, we report the following measures: Nocturnal HR, 
total sleep time, sleep latency, sleep efficiency, awakenings, arous-
als, and proportion of sleep time spent in N1, N2, N3, and Rapid- Eye- 
Movement (REM) sleep.
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Measures of subjective effects of alcohol

Brief- Biphasic Alcohol Effects Scale (B- BAES; Rueger & King, 2013). 
The B- BAES is a 6- item questionnaire on which subjects rate the 
degree to which they feel stimulant and sedative effects on 11- point 
likert- type scales.

Subjective Effects of Alcohol Scale (SEAS; Morean et al., 2013). 
The SEAS is a 14- item questionnaire on which subjects rate the 
degree to which they feel effects of alcohol on 11- point likert- 
type scales. It consists of four subscales: Low Arousal Negative, 
High Arousal Negative, Low Arousal Positive, and High Arousal 
Positive.

Behavioral psychomotor tasks

Psychomotor tasks were used to assess specific cognitive processes 
during each session and the morning after. These tasks included a 
Flanker task to assess attention and distractibility, a pursuit rotor 
task to assess motor control, the digit span task to assess working 
memory, and a two column addition task (Psychology Experiment 
Building Language; PEBL; Mueller & Piper, 2014).

Flanker task

The flanker task in PEBL is a modified version of the Eriksen flanker 
task (Eriksen & Eriksen, 1974), which assesses conditional accuracy 
and reaction time with distractors. Participants respond by indicat-
ing the direction toward which a central arrow is pointing. On some 
trials the central arrow is flanked by congruent arrows (pointing in 
the same direction), on other trials by incongruent arrows (pointing 
in the opposite direction), dashes, or nothing. The primary outcome 

measures are congruent flanker response time, noncongruent 
flanker response time, and total number of errors.

Pursuit rotor

The pursuit rotor task assesses motor dexterity by requiring the par-
ticipant to use a computer mouse to follow a target moving at a fixed 
rate along a circular track (Piper et al., 2015). The target moves at a 
fixed rate, and participants perform four 15- s trials. The total time 
on the target in milliseconds is the primary outcome measurement.

Digit span

The digit span task is a working memory task that consists of visual 
presentation of a series of numbers, one at a time. After the series 
of numbers is displayed, the participant must respond by typing the 
numbers in the same in order in which they appeared. The number of 
digits displayed is increased by one digit every two trials beginning at 
3 digits, up to a maximum of 10. The task ends when the participant 
incorrectly responds on 2 consecutive trials or after 10 digits. The 
primary outcome measures are memory span (the maximum number 
of digits correctly recalled).

Two column addition task

The Two Column Addition Task is a measure of cognitive processing 
speed in which subjects perform mathematical calculations as rap-
idly as possible. Three two- digit numbers are shown on the screen 
and the individual has 15 seconds to type in the sum of these num-
bers, starting with the left- most digit. They begin with three practice 

F I G U R E  1  Session timeline, including (i) evening beverage consumption (7– 11 pm), (ii) sleep (11 pm –  7 am), and (iii) morning after (7– 8 am); 
BAL: Breath alcohol level, B- BAES: Brief- Biphasic Alcohol Effects Scale, SEAS: Subjective Effects of Alcohol Scale; Tasks included Flanker, 
Pursuit Rotor, Digit Span, Two Column Addition, Sleep measures included HR, total sleep time, sleep latency, sleep efficiency, awakenings, 
arousals, and percentage of time spent in N1, N2, N3, rapid eye movement (REM) sleep.
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trials followed by 30 included trials. The primary outcome was ac-
curacy, at 7 pm, at 10 pm following beverage ingestion, and at 7:30 am 
the following morning.

Statistical analysis

Analyses were conducted using IBM SPSS statistical software (IBM 
Corp. IBM SPSS Statistics for Windows, Version 26.0. Armonk, NY: 
IBM Corp).

Direct effects of alcohol

We assessed the effects of beverage condition (i.e., alcohol or 
placebo) on mood (SEAS and B- BAES) and behavioral task perfor-
mance (Digit Span, Flanker, Pursuit Rotor, Two Column Addition) the 
evening of and the morning after consumption, using 2x2 repeated 
measures ANOVAs (drug [alcohol, placebo] by time prebeverage, 
postbeverage peak or prebeverage, morning after). For sleep param-
eters (total sleep time, sleep efficiency, sleep onset latency, arousals, 
awakenings) and nocturnal HR, we used paired t- tests to compare 
alcohol and placebo beverage conditions.

Relationships between direct effects of 
alcohol and sleep

To determine whether acute responses to alcohol during the even-
ing were related to sleep disruptions or HR during the ensuing night, 
we correlated peak mood and behavioral effects during consump-
tion with sleep parameters and nocturnal HR. First, for placebo 
and alcohol sessions separately, we calculated peak change from 
prebeverage baseline for all mood and behavioral measures. We 
then subtracted placebo session peak change scores from alcohol 
peak changes scores to isolate the alcohol- induced effect. Then we 
calculated the difference between sleep parameters and nocturnal 
HR between placebo and alcohol (alcohol minus placebo). We then 
correlated the peak change difference scores with the sleep param-
eter and nocturnal change scores to examine potential associations.

Relationships between nocturnal effects of 
alcohol and morning- after mood and behavior

To determine whether alcohol- induced changes in sleep or noc-
turnal HR were related to morning- after mood and behavior, we 
correlated the same sleep parameter and nocturnal HR difference 
scores (alcohol minus placebo) used in the earlier analyses with 
any significant morning- after mood and behavior effects. First, we 
calculated morning- after effects for placebo and alcohol sessions 
separately by subtracting morning- after responses from prebever-
age responses. Then we subtracted placebo session morning- after 

change from prebeverage from alcohol morning- after change from 
prebeverage to isolate the morning- after alcohol effect. We then 
correlated the sleep parameter and nocturnal change scores with 
morning- after mood and behavioral alcohol effects to examine po-
tential associations.

RESULTS

Participants

Participants were male and female social drinkers in their mid- 20s 
(Table 1). Most participants were Caucasian, and reported fewer than 
5 episodes of binge alcohol use in the past 6 months. Participants' 
sleep patterns (total sleep time, sleep onset latency, sleep efficiency, 
wake after sleep onset, and awakenings) were normal during the 4 
prestudy nights and did not differ significantly before placebo and 
alcohol sessions (Supplementary Table S1).

Breath alcohol content

Mean BAC values during the sessions showed that on average 
subjects attained expected alcohol levels (Figure 2, mean peak 
BAC = 0.1%, SD = 0.02%), and men and women did not differ.

Data distribution transformations

Data from the SEAS— High Arousal Negative, Low Arousal Negative, 
Urge to Drink, B- BAES— Sedation and Flanker Total Errors was 
heavily right skewed (>1.5) and contained zero values. Box- Cox 
transformations were performed to normalize skewed data (Box & 
Cox, 1964) for subsequent analyses. Following Box- Cox transforma-
tion, SEAS— High Arousal Negative was still heavily skewed (>1.5), 

TA B L E  1  Demographic characteristics [N = 31].

Sex (M:F) 15:16

Age 25.3 (1.1)

Height 170.5 (1.9)

Weight 78.9 (2.5)

Race

White 90.4%

Asian 9.7%

Ethnicity

Hispanic 12.9%

Not Hispanic 87.1%

Binge Episodes* (last 6 months) 4.7 (0.6)

Note: Data represented as mean (SEM) or percentage. * A binge was 
defined as 5 or more drinks per occasion in men, and 4 or more drinks 
per occasion in women.
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thus we excluded it from subsequent analyses due to an apparent 
floor effect.

Acute evening effects of alcohol on 
mood and behavior

Alcohol acutely increased SEAS— Low Arousal Negative (drug*time, 
p < 0.001), High Arousal Positive (drug*time, p < 0.005), and Urge 
to Drink ratings (drug*time, p < 0.05), and B- BAES –  Sedation 
(drug*time, p < 0.005), from prebeverage to postbeverage (Figure 3). 
Alcohol also acutely impaired psychomotor performance (Figure 4) 
on the Flanker (Congruent Flanker RT drug*time, p < 0.05, Total 
Errors drug*time, p < 0.05), Pursuit Rotor (drug*time, p < 0.05), and 
Two Column Addition tasks (drug*time, p < 0.05).

Effects of alcohol on sleep and nocturnal HR

Alcohol significantly decreased total sleep time, sleep efficiency, and 
percentage of time spent in REM sleep, while significantly increasing 
percentage of time spent in N2 stage sleep (Table 2; previously re-
ported in Greenlund et al., 2021a, 2021b). Alcohol also significantly 
increased nocturnal HR when compared to placebo (Table 2).

Morning- after effects of alcohol on 
mood and behavior

The morning after, alcohol had modest mood effects compared 
to placebo, increasing SEAS— Low Arousal Negative (drug*time, 
p < 0.005) and B- BAES sedation (drug*time, p < 0.05) and decreasing 
Urge to Drink (drug*time, p < 0.05; Figure 5). Digit Span performance 
improved the morning after alcohol (drug*time, p = 0.044; Figure 5).

Relationships between acute evening effects of 
alcohol, sleep disruptions, and nocturnal HR

Most of the acute subjective and behavioral effects of alcohol were 
not directly related to changes in sleep parameters or nocturnal HR. 
Only alcohol- induced increase in subjective sedation (B- BAES— 
Sedation scale) was significantly correlated (r = 0.5, p < 0.05) with 
more time spent in N2 stage sleep (Figure 6).

Relationships between nocturnal effects of 
alcohol and morning- after mood and behavior

None of the nocturnal effects of alcohol on sleep and HR were sig-
nificantly associated with any morning- after mood and behavior 
changes.

In secondary analyses, we also examined responses to alcohol 
(subjective, behavioral and sleep) during the sessions in relation to 
habitual alcohol consumption, but found no significant relationships.

DISCUSSION

This study examined the effects of a high dose of alcohol on sub-
jective and psychomotor measures, cardiovascular function, sleep 
quality, and morning- after mood and behavior in healthy adults. We 
hypothesized alcohol- induced disturbances in cardiovascular and 
sleep function during the night would predict morning- after mood 
states and behavioral performance. Alcohol produced its expected 
acute effects on mood, behavior, and sleep. Immediately after con-
sumption, it increased ratings of low arousal negative, high arousal 
positive, urge to drink and sedation, and it impaired psychomotor 
performance. During the night, alcohol decreased total sleep time, 
sleep efficiency, and percentage of time spent in REM stage sleep 

F I G U R E  2  Mean (±SEM) Breath Alcohol Content (mg/L) after consumption of placebo (solid line, circle) and alcohol (dashed line, 
diamond) during the session and the following morning. * paired t- test p > 0.05.
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and increased nocturnal HR. The increase in nocturnal HR was con-
sistent with an alcohol- induced state of hyperarousal during the 
night, although other measures did not support this idea, such as 
sleep latency or arousal index. The acute subjective sedative effects 
of alcohol were related to increases in N2 stage sleep, but not to 
other disruptions in sleep or nocturnal cardiovascular function. The 
morning after alcohol administration, subjects reported increases 
in negative, low arousal states and feeling sedated, decreased 

urge to drink and, unexpectedly, improved digit span performance. 
Impairments in sleep and nocturnal cardiovascular function were 
not related to mood or task performance the morning after. Thus, 
although alcohol produced its expected acute effects, including el-
evated nocturnal cardiovascular activity, these were not related to 
residual morning- after effects.

These findings did not support the idea that hyperarousal ac-
counted for the morning- after effects. The hyperarousal theory 

F I G U R E  3  Acute evening effects of alcohol on mood. Data represented as mean (± SEM) SEAS Low Arousal Negative, High Arousal 
Positive and Urge to Drin and BBAES Sedation ratings pre-  and postbeverage. Pairwise t- test *p < 0.05, **p < 0.005.
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of insomnia suggests increased cognitive and autonomic activity 
preceding and during sleep leads to increased sleep onset latency, 
decreased total sleep time and sleep efficiency, and overall poorer 
sleep quality (Kalmbach et al., 2020; Riemann et al., 2010). These 
sleep disruptions are related to daytime cognitive impairment in in-
dividuals with insomnia, and may also play a role in cognitive im-
pairments the morning after alcohol consumption (Fortier- Brochu 
et al., 2012; Fortier- Brochu & Morin, 2014). In this study, alcohol 
increased nocturnal HR and impaired sleep, but did not significantly 
increase sleep latency or number of awakenings. Further, sleep dis-
ruptions were not related to morning- after mood and behavior. It is 
possible this dose of alcohol was not high enough to produce appre-
ciable levels of hyperarousal in these participants.

A novel relationship identified within this study was the associa-
tion between subjective sedating effects of alcohol and percentage 

F I G U R E  4  Acute evening effects of alcohol on psychomotor task performance. Data represented as mean (± SEM) Flanker Task 
Congruent Flanker RT (ms) and Total Errors, Pursuit rotor Time on Target (ms), and Two Column Addition Accuracy pre-  and postbeverage. 
Pairwise t- test *p < 0.05, **p < 0.005.

TA B L E  2  Effects of alcohol on sleep and nocturnal heart rate (HR).

Measure Placebo Alcohol T- test p- value

Total Sleep Time (min) 436.6 (4.5) 421.3 (7.1) p < 0.05
Sleep Efficiency (%) 91.2 (1.0) 88.0 (1.5) p < 0.05
Sleep Latency (min) 6.9 (1.2) 5.3 (0.9) ns
Arousals (#) 55.5 (22.1) 54.7 (3.4) ns
Awakenings Index 3.0 (0.2) 3.3 (0.2) ns
Arousal Index 7.9 (0.5) 8.2 (0.5) ns
N1 (%) 5.3 (0.5) 5.3 (0.4) ns
N2 (%) 51.4 (1.4) 54.2 (1.1) p < 0.05
N3 (%) 23.6 (1.5) 23.9 (1.0) ns
REM (%) 20.0 (0.9) 16.5 (0.9) p < 0.005
Nocturnal HR 56.4 (1.6) 65.0 (2.0) p < 0.001

Note: All data represented as mean (SEM), all significant differences are 
bolded.
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of time spent in N2 stage sleep. Although alcohol has previously 
been shown to increase both subjective sedation and N2 stage sleep 
(Greenlund et al., 2021b; Hendler et al., 2013; King et al., 2011; 
Martin et al., 1993), their interrelationship has not been reported. 
N2 sleep occurs repeatedly throughout sleep, preceding N3 stage 
SWS, and can account of 50% of sleep time (Shrivastava et al., 2014). 
In this study, the increase in N2 stage sleep was accompanied by 
decreased REM sleep, consistent with overall lighter sleep after 
alcohol. Rohsenow et al. (2006) reported that subjective sedation 
after alcohol was associated with decreased sleep onset latency 
and improved perceived sleep quality. In contrast, we did not de-
tect changes in sleep onset, but subjects' self- reported sedation was 
associated with overall lighter sleep quality. These findings provide 

some evidence that individuals who experience more sedating ef-
fects of alcohol may exhibit larger alcohol- related sleep disruptions, 
which is not intuitively consistent with the hyperarousal hypothesis.

Neither the effects of alcohol on nocturnal cardiovascular func-
tion nor sleep were related to morning- after alcohol effects. These 
results parallel those of Rohsenow et al. (2010), in which vodka 
or bourbon (mean BAC of 0.11%) decreased sleep efficiency and 
REM stage sleep in heavy drinkers. However, as in this study, the 
sleep disruptions did not mediate next- day effects. The finding that 
alcohol- induced sleep disruptions are not directly related to next- day 
psychomotor or cognitive function is somewhat surprising in view of 
the associations between sleep quality and performance in clinical 
populations with insomnia (Blackwell et al., 2006; Fortier- Brochu 

F I G U R E  5  Morning- after effects of alcohol on mood and psychomotor task performance. Data represented as mean (± SEM) SEAS Low 
Arousal Negative and Urge to Drink, BBAES Sedation and Digit Span prebeverage and morning after. Pairwise t- test #p = 0.07, *p < 0.05, 
**p < 0.005.
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et al., 2012; Wardle- Pinkston et al., 2019). It is possible that insomnia 
entails more severe sleep disruption than a moderate dose of alco-
hol. Alternatively, the disruptions seen in clinical populations may be 
the result of cumulative impairments after repeated sleep disrup-
tions across multiple nights. Similarly, alcohol may produce greater 
impairments in individuals who habitually consume large amounts of 
alcohol over repeated days. These questions remain to be addressed 
in future studies.

Surprisingly, subjects' performance on the digit span task was 
better the morning after alcohol compared to placebo. This is incon-
sistent with reports that both acute alcohol and sleep deprivation im-
pair working memory function (Alhola & Polo- Kantola, 2007; Frenda 
& Fenn, 2016; Martinez- Cancino et al., 2016; Mintzer, 2007; Scott 
Saults et al., 2007; Stevens et al., 2022). Yet, other studies either did 
not detect the effects of intoxication on next- day cognitive and be-
havioral performance (Rohsenow et al., 2006, 2010) or found non-
significant improvements in performance (Howland et al., 2010b). 
Performance tasks vary in their sensitivity to the effects of alcohol 
(Scott Saults et al., 2007), and indeed, in this study the acute dose of 
alcohol failed to impair digit span performance. Yet, there is a pos-
sibility that the increase in N2 stage sleep after alcohol contributed 
to the improved performance the morning after. Memory consolida-
tion is strongly associated with N2 stage sleep (Okuda et al., 2021; 
Rauchs et al., 2005; Stickgold, 2005). Sleep spindles, distinct wax-
ing, and waning electrical neural oscillations (11– 15 Hz), occur most 
frequently and prominently during N2 stage sleep (De Gennaro & 
Ferrara, 2003; Fogel & Smith, 2011). These spindles contribute to 
brain plasticity and memory consolidation (Boutin & Doyon, 2020; 
Fogel et al., 2017; Fogel & Smith, 2011; Rasch & Born, 2013). 
Although in this study the improved performance was seen with 
new stimuli viewed during the morning test, these associations be-
tween sleep and working memory function might have contributed 

to the improved memory performance the morning after. Whether 
there is a truly paradoxical improvement in task performance the 
morning after alcohol consumption, or whether this effect reflected 
simple variation in performance, remains to be determined.

The study had several limitations. First, the analysis combined 
men and women in spite of known sex and hormone- related differ-
ences in responses to alcohol (Flores- Bonilla & Richardson, 2020; 
Warren et al., 2021). Possible sex differences will be addressed in 
a future study with a larger N. Second, in this subject sample, and 
under these conditions, alcohol produced relatively modest stimu-
lating effects during the consumption period, and little impairment 
the morning after. The controlled laboratory environment may 
have dampened some of the expected mood effects of alcohol. It 
is likely that greater impairments would be seen with a higher dose 
of alcohol, or a less resilient sample of social drinker who do not 
report significant history of binge drinking. In this study, the alco-
hol was administered across two fifteen- minute intervals separated 
by an hour. The subjects were free of other drugs at the time of 
testing, and had good sleep the nights before the session. In con-
trast, in many naturalistic drinking settings, individuals consume al-
cohol over many hours, they consume alcohol on consecutive days, 
and often combine alcohol with other drugs and sleep deprivation. 
Further, in natural settings there may be disruptions to sleep that 
interact with the alcohol effects, whereas in the study the labora-
tory environment was quiet and uninterrupted. Further, it has been 
reported that some individuals are resistant to hangover (review 
Howland et al., 2008b), which may be related to personality traits 
(Earleywine, 1993; MacAndrew, 1965) or genetic predisposition 
(Newlin & Pretorius, 1990; Wall et al., 2005). It is possible that our 
study sampled individuals who were resistant to hangover effects.

This study adds to our understanding of the effects of alco-
hol on sleep, nocturnal cardiovascular function, and morning- after 

F I G U R E  6  Scatterplot of peak change in evening BBAES Sedation ratings [Alcohol –  Placebo] and percentage of time spent in N2 stage 
sleep [Alcohol –  Placebo]. Data represented as individual participant data points. Increased sedation during evening consumption was 
positively associated with increase in percentage of time spent in N2 stage sleep.
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mood and behavior. Consistent with previous findings, alcohol 
disrupted sleep and impacted morning- after mood, yet alcohol- 
induced sleep disturbances were not related to morning- after ef-
fects. We found little support for the idea that alcohol- induced 
increase in nocturnal HR accounted for morning- after impairments. 
It is likely that higher doses of alcohol, or repeated doses, would 
produce greater behavioral and sleep disruptions, and that more 
pronounced effects would be observed in more vulnerable subject 
samples. Further research is needed to identify the behavioral and 
physiological mechanisms underlying the adverse effects of alco-
hol consumption.
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